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MFJ-974HB is a fully balanced true
balanced line antenna tuner.  It gives
you superb current balance throughout
its very wide matching range.

For decades, the Johnson Matchbox
has been the standard of comparison
for balanced line tuners.  But, it had a
severely limited matching range and
covered only 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10
Meters.  MFJ-974HB is its successor.
It meets today's needs and even sur-
passes the Johnson Matchbox’ out-
standing matching performance.

MFJ-974HB gives excellent current
balance, very wide matching range (12-
2000 Ohms) and covers 1.8-54 MHz
continuously including WARC bands,
160 Meters, 6 and new 60-Meters.  300
Watts SSB PEP and 150 Watts CW.

Tuning is fast and easy - - just 3
controls.  Adjust for highly efficient
broadband low-Q operation or use
higher Q when you see extreme loads.

A large 3-inch lighted Cross-Needle

SWR/Wattmeter lets you read SWR,
peak or average forward and reflected
power all at once on 300/30W ranges.

A ground post is provided to ground
one output terminal so you can also
tune random wires and coax fed anten-
nas. 7½Wx6Hx8D” fits anywhere.

The MFJ-974HB tunes any balanced
lines including 600 Ohm open wire line,
450/300 Ohm ladder lines, 300/72 Ohm
twin lead - - shielded or unshielded. 

Superb current balance minimizes
feedline radiation that can cause trou-
blesome TVI and RFI, painful RF bites,
mysterious RF feedback problems and
radiation pattern distortion.

MFJ-974HB is a fully balanced wide
range T-Network using four gear driven
1000-Volt air variable capacitors and
high-Q air wound tapped inductor for
80-10M and separate inductors for
6/160 Meters.  The tuning components
are mounted symmetrically to insure
electrical balance.

1:1 cur-
rent balun is
placed on the low
impedance 50
input side to con-
vert the balanced
T-Network to
unbalanced oper-
ation.  Made of 50 ferrite beads on RG-
303 Teflon™ coax to give exceptional
and efficient isolation. It stays cool
even at maximum power.

Balanced lines give extremely low
loss.  Doublet, horizontal loop, vertical
loop, quad, double extended Zepp, Lazy
H, W8JK antennas all give efficient
operation when fed with balanced lines.

6-80 Meter Balanced Line Tuner
MFJ-974B. Similar to MFJ-974HB but
for 6-80 Meters only.
1.5 kW Fully Balanced Antenna Tuner

MFJ-976. Handles 1500 Watts, extra-
wide 12-2000 Ohms matching range,
continuous 1.8-30 MHz coverage.

MFJ Balanced Line Antenna Tuners

MFJ-974HB

Drape a wire
around a book-
case or window
and attach both
ends to this new
MFJ Small Loop
TunerTM.  Or use
a length of coax
for an even
faster loop! 

Operate 5.3
to 30 MHz with
a full 150 Watts.
No ground, radi-
als or counter-
poises needed.  
New beefier
tuning
capacitor of
313 pF, low
loss butterfly
loop tuning
capacitor --
no rotating
contacts. 

It’s a very

quiet receiving antenna -- you’ll hardly
notice static crashes. Its high-Q
reduces QRM, overloading, harmonics.
It’s perfect for apartments, antenna
restricted areas and portable operation.

A 13’ wire formed into a loop oper-
ates 30-20 Meters (4’ for 17-10M; 7’ for
20-15M; 28’ for 60-40M).  Tune any
shape loop -- circle, square, rectangle,
etc.  A 1/4 wavelength wire shaped as
a circle is most efficient.  

A given wire length covers about 1.5
to 1 frequency range (i.e. 7-10/18-28
MHz, etc.).  Exact frequency coverage
depends on wire length, loop shape,
surroundings and height above ground.
Easy-Carry handle, mount for PVC

cross, tripod mount adapter. 
A.  MFJ-936C. Relative RF antenna

current meter with sensitivity, 30/300W
range, Wattmeter. 91/4Wx51/2Hx91/2D”.

B. MFJ-935C. Like MFJ-936C, less
SWR/Wattmeter.  61/4Wx51/2Hx91/2D”.

C. MFJ-933C. Like MFJ-935C less
meters. 6¼Wx51/2Hx9½D”.

MFJ-57B, $39.95
PVC Cross for mounting

loop on cover, 20-15M
insulated 10-gauge flexi-
ble loop, resistance lugs. 

MFJ-58B. Has MFJ-57B
above, plus 60-40 M, 20-15 M,
17-10 M loops; wire clips.

Butterfly Tuning Capacitors
The heart of MFJ Loop Tuners is

extremely low loss butterfly tuning
capacitors with no rotating contacts.
Each handles 1500 Volts RMS and has
a 1/4”dia. by 21/2” shaft. 

A. MFJ-19.
12 to 67 pF. 
6Dx3Wx3½H inches.

B. MFJ-23.
18 to 136 pF.
10Dx3Wx3½H”.

MFJ Small, high efficiency Loop TunersTM

Turns any coax or wire loop into a small, high efficiency multi-band transmitting loop antenna

A.

B.
QRPocket TM Loop
Antenna
MFJ-9232. QRPocketTM

Loop Antenna makes
portable operation truly
portable and fun! No ground

needed! High-efficiency loop covers
40-10M with included flexible wire loop.
25 Watts. BNC Connector for transmit-
ter, wing nut posts for loop wires.
Durable, plastic cabinet,
21/4Wx4Hx21/4D inches.

MFJ-9234. Right. Like MFJ-
9232 but connects directly to
your favorite QRP rig
with built-in PL-PL-259
connector. 

A

B

C

MFJ 2500 Watts ContinuousCarrierTM Tuner
Get 2500 Watts continuous carrier output on all modes

and all HF bands into most unbalanced antennas -- even
on 160 Meters where even the best antenna tuners fail!

MFJ-9982 gives you every feature you'll ever want in a
high power tuner -- wide matching range, 1.8 to 30 MHz
coverage, 6-position antenna switch, 4-core balun,
dummy load, true peak/average lighted SWR/Wattmeter,
6:1 reduction drive, 3-digit turns counter, extra large

knobs and more! The Heart and Soul of the MFJ-9982 is its roller inductor and
variable capacitors.  MFJ's high power, high-Q continuous current AirCoreTM roller
inductor is not ordinary!  It’s edge wound from thick .06” silver-plated solid copper
strap. It can carry huge circulating RF currents and withstand extreme heat that'll
burn up ordinary roller inductors.  Self-insulating construction reduces stray capaci-
tance -- keeps self-resonant frequencies high and out-of-the-way. Dual, silver-plated
compression wheels give ultra low-resistance contacts.   Roomy cabinet maintains
high Q. Vent holes.  Heavy gauge, .08 inch aluminum braced chassis.  Measures
and weighs a robust 13¾Wx7Dx16¼D inches, 15 pounds.

MFJ-9982
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“Best thing since sliced bread!”
More hams use MFJ analyzers than all others in the world!

Out in
the field,
the MFJ-
225 is a
compact
completely
self-con-
tained handheld graphing
analyzer. On the bench it
becomes a full-fledged
two-port (S21) desktop machine when
teamed up with your PC. Using powerful
IG-miniVNA freeware, you'll run de-tailed
data analysis and print out stunning
color-graphic plots to document your
work!  Built-in back-lighted 3-inch LCD
graphic display. Make fine adjustments
using full-screen easy-to-view SWR bar-
graph, capture vivid swept displays for
SWR, impedance, re-turn loss, phase
angle, more. DDS generator.

1-60 MHz Color
Graphic VNA Analyzer

1.5-180MHz continu-
ous Two-Port Graphic Analyzer

MFJ-225

A. MFJ-29D/MFJ-39D. Carrying
Pouch for MFJ-259D/269D.
B. MFJ-92AA10. 10-Pk 2500
mAh Ni-MH Supercells. 
C. MFJ-66C. Dip coils, set of two
covers 1.8-230 MHz. 
D. MFJ-731. Tunable Analyzer
Filter, 1.8-30 MHz, for strong RF
fields. 
E. MFJ-917. 1:1 Current balun for
SWR Analyzers to test balanced
line antennas, other loads.  
F. MFJ-7737. PL-259 to BNC
Female. 
G. MFJ-7727. PL-259 to SMA
Female. 
H. MFJ-5510C.12VDC cigarette
lighter adapter.

SWR Analyzer Accessories
A

B

C

D

E
H

F G

MFJ-225MFJ-223

This pocket-sized wonder
breaks the mold for analyzer
design with user-friendly
convenience, top notch
accuracy, and a vivid TFT
multi-color display. Don't let
the size fool you, it’s packed
with VNA features and per-
formance you need! 

• Single-frequency and
swept-frequency operation

• Truly accurate SWR, R,
X, and Z measurements

• Seamless DDS coverage, 100-Hz   
resolution from 1-60 MHz

• Smooth "skip-free" encoder tunes
fast or slow without missing a step 

• Powerful +5-dBm stimulus generator 
• Field-strength meter
• DDS generator precision signal source
• Vivid 1600-pixel/inch color graphics 

on a 2x2 inch non-glare TFT screen

MFJ-223

New and improved. Now
covers 280 KHz to 230 MHz
and 415 to 470 MHz and
2200 Meter band! 

Instantly gives you a com-
plete picture of your antenna. 

Read SWR, return loss,
reflect-ion coefficient, match
efficiency at any frequency
simultaneously.

Read Complex Impedance
(100 KHz to 230 MHz) as
series equivalent resistance
and reactance (Rs+jXs) or as
magnitude (Z) and phase
(degrees).  Also reads parallel
equivalent resistance and
reactance (Rp+jXp).

Determine velocity factor,

coax loss in dB,
length of coax
and distance to
short or open in
feet (it’s like a
built-in TDR).  

Coax
CalculatorTM

calculates coax
line length in
feet given
degrees and
vice versa for
any frequency,
velocity factor.

Measure

SWR and loss of
coax with any
characteristic
impedance (280
KHz to 230 MHz)
from 10 to over
600 Ohms.

Measures
inductance in uH
and capacitance
in pF at RF fre-
quencies, 100
KHz to 230 MHz. 

High contrast
LCD gives preci-
sion readings and
two side-by-side
analog meters
make antenna

adjustments smooth and easy.
12-bit A/D converter gives

much better accuracy and
resolution than common 8-
bits -- MFJ-269D exclusive!

Built-in frequency counter,
battery saver, low battery
warning, Ni-Mh/NiCd charge
circuit. 4Wx2Dx6¾”, 2 lbs.
Use ten aA batteries or 110
VAC with MFJ-1312D,.

MFJ-269DPROTM

SWR Analyzer
MFJ-269DPro. Like
MFJ- 269D, but
UHF range covers
430 to 520 MHz.
For commercial
work. 

MFJ-269D . . . 280 KHz - 230 MHz plus 415-470 MHz, 12-bit A/D

New and im-
proved, now covers
280 KHz-230 MHz!

World famous MFJ-259D
gives you a complete picture
of your antenna’s SWR and
Complex Impedance. 

MFJ-259D is a complete
ham radio test station includ-
ing frequency counter, RF
signal generator, SWR
AnalyzerTM, RF Resistance/
Reactance Analyzer, Coax
Analyzer, Capacitance/
Inductance Meter and more!

Read Complex Impedance
as series resistance and
reactance (R+jX) or as mag-
nitude (Z) and phase

(degrees). 
Determine velocity factor,

coax cable loss in dB, length
of coax and distance to
short/open.  

Read SWR, return loss and
reflection coefficient at any
frequency simultaneously.  

Read inductance (uH) and
capacitance (pF) at RF frequen-
cies.

Large easy-to-read two
line LCD screen and side-by-
side meters clearly display
your information.  

Built-in frequency counter,
Ni-MH/Ni-CD charger circuit,
battery saver, low battery
warning, smooth reduction

drive tuning. 
Super easy-to-use!  Just

set the bandswitch and tune
the dial -- just like your trans-
ceiver. SWR, Complex imp-
edance displayed instantly!

Fully portable, take it any-
where -- remote sites, up
towers, on DX-peditions. Use
10 AA or Ni-Cad or Ni-MH
batteries (not included) or 110
VAC with MFJ-1312D.
Rugged metal cabinet,
4x2x63/4”.
MFJ-249D. 

MFJ-249D does
everything MFJ-259D
does with digital dis-
play only. 

MFJ-259D . . . World’s Most Popular Antenna Analyzer!
MFJ-259D

MFJ-269D
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Covers 1-
60 MHz with
digital preci-
sion, see it

bright and clear on the
nice, green backlit LCD.

Displays SWR, complex impedance,
and impedance magnitude simultane-
ously -- all on easy-to-read LCD. Check
capacitance, inductance, field strength,
frequency, generate test signals.  

Fine tune stubs, analyze coax, test

baluns and RF transformers, and per-
form many other important RF-related
tasks around the shack or on the road!

MFJ-213 has all of the features of the
popular MFJ-266C but is for HF use
only, covers 1-60 MHz. 

MFJ HF SWR Analyzer 1-60 MHz
MFJ-213 

MFJ RX Noise Bridge
MFJ-202B.

Adjust any anten-
na for max per-
formance, 1-100
MHz. Lengthen/
shorten antenna
for minimum SWR. Measure reso-
nant frequency, feedpoint resist-
ance, reactance. Resistance scale,
expanded capacitance range, built-
in range extender. 41/4Wx2Hx4D”.
Use 9V battery.

HF AnalyzerTM

MFJ-207.
This HF SWR Analyzer

helps you build the antennas
you need for quality DX
work. Plug in your coax to
measure the SWR of any HF
antenna from 160 through 10
Meters. Has jack for external
frequency counter. Use with
9VDC battery or 110VAC with
MFJ-1312D. Hand-held size
71/2Hx21/2Wx21/4D”.

VHF AnalyzerTM

MFJ-208. 
This VHF SWR

AnalyzerTM finds your SWR
on a calibrated dial from 138-
156 MHz -- a must-have for
VHF antenna builders! Has
jack for external frequency
counter -- helps in testing
VHF rigs. Compact
71/2Hx21/2Wx 21/4D”. Use 9
Volt battery or 110 VAC with
optional MFJ-1312D. 

MFJ Antenna Bridge
MfJ-204B. Test if your

antenna is too long or short,
check resonant frequency
and resistance to 500 Ohms.
Easiest, most convenient
way to check antenna param-
eters. Resistance bridge, null
meter, tunable oscillator-driv-
er 1.8-30MHz. 9 VDC /110
VAC. MFJ-1312D.
71/2Hx21/2Wx21/4D”. 

MFJ White Noise
Generator

MFJ-5014. Check IF/HF
sensitivity, tune/ adjust fil-
ters/networks and more.
Combine with directional
coupler to measure
return loss. Requires 9V
battery. BNC/SO239s.

MFJ-886C covers
300 Hz to 2.8 GHZ

with 1 Hz resolution and four
selectable gate speeds.
Super handheld unit is a
tiny 23/8Wx31/4Hx11/8D”. 

Truly pocket-sized MFJ-
886C has a large easy-to-
read 2Wx3/4H 10-digit back-
lit LCD and 11-segment RF

Signal Strength Bargraph.  
Low power consumption. Internal

lithium battery (800 mAh). 
Has low battery indicator. Run for

about 12 hours on a single charge!
Auto-sleep mode.

Includes built-in lithium battery, 12
VDC, 1A power adaptor/charger for 110
VAC and telescoping BNC antenna.  

MFJ-886C has a 50-Ohm amplifier

for 1 MHz to 3 GHz operation and a 1M
Ohm amplifier for 10 Hz to 50 MHz.  45
degree flip stand is for easier viewing. 

Has highly sensitive input with a time
base at < 10 PPM.

Hold button locks the MFJ-886B dis-
play and will continually display the last
frequency received. There is also an
automatic hold mode for locking in on
special frequencies.  

Pocket-size Frequency Counter 300 Hz - 2.8 GHzMFJ-886C

High and Low Variable RF Transformer
MFJ-2925.

High and Low Impedance
Variable Transformer has a
bypass/high/low three way
switch. Put this in line with your
antenna and radio to transform
to an acceptable impedance
range. Antenna and transceiver connections are SO-239
connectors and MFJ-2925 has a variable impedance
adjustment.  Compact 4.75Wx2.25Hx1D inches.

MFJ Dry “Handy” Loads . . . 3 GHz or 500 MHz
3 GHz, 200W Dry Load 500 MHz, 100W Dry Load
The heart of these 50

Ohm dry dummy
loads are the
resistor inside.

Made with
copper
flanges and BeO
ceramic for an incredibly low
thermal resistance and capaci-
tance.  

DC to 3 GHz on MFJ-262BN
with an SWR of less than 1.2:1.
DC to 1 GHz with SO-239. 

Handles up to 200 Watts for
5 seconds and 35 Watts contin-
uously. Black finned aluminum
construction. 13/4Wx43/4Hx11/2D inches.

MFJ-262B
With PL-259
DC to 1 GHz

Connects directly to
your rig or test equipment
with a PL-259. Use with
MFJ-259B SWR AnalyzerTM

or MFJ-261N for MFJ-269. 
No patch cable used,

reduces SWR.  Finned alu-
minum, air-cooled heatsink.
Handles 100 Watts peak,
15 Watts average.  50
Ohms. DC to 500 MHz
with less than 1.15:1 SWR.
15/8 round by 3” long.

MFJ-261N. Like MFJ-
261, but has N-male con-
nector.

MFJ-261
With PL-259

DC to 500 MHz

MFJ-262BN
With N male 
DC to 3 GHz

MFJ Analyzer Precision Calibration Load set
Calibrate your analyzer with these MFJ Precision Calibration loads. MFJ-252s are non-

inductive. 
Useable up to 1 GHz. Each set includes a 50 Ohm, .1W (+/- 1%), open and short loads.  
Available with N, UHF or BNC connectors. 
Select MFJ-252B for BNC connectors, MFJ-252N for type N-type connectors, or MFJ-252U

for SO-239 (UHF) connectors.  Set of three loads each.

MFJ-252B/N/U

1-50 MHz Phase Meter
Uses low

power, high-
speed dual

comparator circuit
to allow precision
phase measure-
ments 1-50 MHz. 

Indicates if
unknown phase
lags or leads refer-
ence signal. 

Built-in 50-Ohm
load. Bright 2-line
LCD allows preci-

sion readout of phase -180 to +180
degrees. 

Use 9V battery or 12VDC, 110 VAC
with optional MFJ-1312D power cube.

MFJ-222 
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World's largest
HF+6M SWR/Wattmeter
measures a giant 6½
inches diagonally across
meter scale! Covers 1.8-54 MHz. 

This one you can See! Its huge
scale gives you ultra-fine resolution
and its big high-contrast numbers
makes reading a breeze -- even
across your shack.

Meter needle position and motion
gives you an accurate indication for
what's going on quickly without actual-
ly reading the scale -- like a watch.

True Peak Reading Circuit
MFJ's exclusive TrueActiveTM peak

reading circuit captures true peak or
average forward and reflected power
readings.  Has 20/200/ 2000 Watt
ranges makes it valuable for QRP or
QRO operation.

Full SWR Scale
The full SWR scale makes reading

SWR more accurate and easier to read.
Power SaverTM Circuit

Exclusive MFJ Wattmeter Power

SaverTM circuit turns on meter only when
RF power is being measured.

Covers 1.8-54 MHz.  Use 9V battery
or 12 VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-1312D.
Cabinet measures 7Wx51/2Hx5D inches.

Largest VHF/UHF SWR/Wattmeter!
MFJ-867. Like MFJ-

868B but covers
144/220/440 MHz fre-
quencies.  Handles
400W, 400/200/20
Watt ranges.
Giant Automatic SWR/Wattmeter

MFJ-869 has a giant 61/2 inch meter,
20/200/2000 Watt scales, TruePeakTM

active circuit and average forward and
reflected power modes
and fully-automatic SWR
readings.  Amplifier
Bypass ControlTM and

Control Relay for
high SWR. Covers
1.8-60 MHz. 

MFJ-868B World's largest SWR/Wattmeter has giant 6½” meter
MFJ-868B

MFJ HF QRP Wattmeter
and SWR Bridge

Read
forward
and
reflected
power from 0-5 Watts on a calibrated
meter scale. Plus read SWR and relative
power at any power level from 100 mW
to 50 Watts.  Bruene-style bridge circuit
detects both RF current and RF voltage
to ensure uniform accuracy across a
wide range of load impedances, operat-
ing frequencies, and power levels.  It’s a
great tool for working on your QRP
radios, running on-air QRP signal trials,
or setting up antennas out in the field.
Covers 1.8 to 50 MHz.  SO-239s.
Rugged black aluminum, 41/2Wx21/4Hx3D
inches. 

MFJ-813

MFJ Giant Cross-Needle Peak-Reading SWR/Wattmeters
MFJ Giant SWR/Wattmeter series

have large 35/8 inch Cross-Needle
SWR/Wattmeters that have a three-
color scale for improved readability. 

Simultaneously display forward,
reflected power and SWR all at a
glance! Individual meter scales for each
range increases reading accuracy.  

TrueTMActive peak-reading circuit is
included for SSB operation (MFJ-891
only). LED backlighting gives smooth,
even illumination for night viewing.  

Low bias Schottky diode detectors
increase linearity from low power to high

power read-
ings.  

SWR less
than 1.2:1.
Meter accu-
racy is +/-
10% of full
scale or bet-
ter. Has
lighted meter
on/off switch.

Extra sturdy with large rubber feet,
rugged metal and designer-styled plastic
injection molded panel.  Handsome

black and gray. Super quality input/out-
put SO-239s. 71/4Wx41/2Hx41/2D inches. 

Select from the following models: 
MFJ-891. HF 1.6 to 60 MHz.  2 kW

in 3 power ranges: 20/200/2000W.  True
ActiveTM PEP Circuit for SSB operation.  

MFJ-892. HF/VHF 1.6 to 200 MHz.
200 Watts, 3 power ranges: 2/20/200W.  

MFJ-893. VHF/UHF 125-525 MHz.
200 Watts in 3 ranges: 2/20/200W.  

MFJ-894. HF/VHF/UHF 1.6-60 and
125-525 MHz.  200 Watts in three
ranges: 2/20/200 Watts. 

Econo HF SWR/Wattmeter

This
HF SWR/
Watt-
meter lets
you read forward and reflected
power on two scales -- 30 and
300 Watts -- and SWR from 1.8 to
30 MHz.  Check it all in a single
glance!

Toroid current pickup gives uniform
sensitivity.  Easy push-button operation.  

Sturdy all-black aluminum cabinet.
SO-239 connectors.  2-color meter
scale.  Compact 41/2Wx21/4Hx3D inches -
- makes it ideal for portable use, camp-
ing, backpacking. 

VHF SWR Wattmeter 
plus Field Strength

MFJ-
812B is the
world’s
most popu-
lar -- and most affordable --
VHF SWR/Wattmeter.  Has a
built-in field strength meter.
Covers 2 Meters and 220
MHz.  Reads forward and reflected
power in two ranges -- 30 or 300
Watts. 

Reads SWR from 114 MHz
through 220 MHz.  Also reads relative
field strength from 1 to 220 MHz.  Has
binding post for field strength antenna.
Black. 41/2Wx21/4Hx3D inches.

MFJ-812B MFJ-816

MFJ GrandMasterTM SWR/Wattmeter Series
Grand

MasterTM

SWR/
Power
Meters
are the
Cadillacs
of ham

radio! If you will not settle for less than

the best accuracy and precision then
these are for you.

Large 31/4x11/4” precision lighted
meterread SWR, forward or reflected
power. This series features an SWR
scale that extends the full meter.  3:1
SWR is centered at mid-scale to give
precision, wide-range measurements.

Each is in an all metal cabinet with

rubber feet, black. 71/2Wx31/8Hx41/4D”. 
MFJ-870. HF, 1.6 to 60 MHz.  30,

300, 3000 Watt power ranges.
MFJ-872. HF/VHF, 1.8 to 200 MHz.

5, 20, 200W power ranges.
MFJ-873. VHF/UHF, 125-525 MHz.

5, 20, 200W power ranges.
MFJ-874. HF/VHF/UHF, 1.8-525

MHz. 5, 20, 200W ranges. 
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MFJ Compact HF, VHF, UHF SWR/Wattmeters

This MFJ
Cross-
Needle SWR/
wattmeter

covers HF thru VHF -- 1.8-60 MHz,
144 MHz, and 440 MHz bands!

MFJ-864. Cross-Needle Meter reads
forward and reflected power and SWR
simultaneously and features separate
HF and VHF/UHF directional couplers,
each with its own SO-239 connectors.  

This lets you connect your HF and
VHF/ UHF (1.8-60, 144, and 440 MHz
bands) transceivers at the same time.
You can then monitor SWR and power
of either transceiver at the flick of a
switch.  Others have a single set of con-
nectors -- you have to plug and unplug
to use separate HF or VHF rigs.  

Power ranges: 30/300 watts forward
and 6/60 watts reflected. Power range

for each band is individually calibrated.
Schottky diodes used for best accuracy.  

Single knob operation is easy to use
and lighted meter is easy reading. Use
12 VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-1312D. 

All black aluminum cabinet. You
won’t find a tougher, longer lasting finish
anywhere.  MFJ-864 measures a com-
pact  71/4 Wx21/2Hx21/4D inches.  

MFJ-862. Like MFJ-864 but for 144/
220/440 MHz. 30/300 Watts forward,
6/60W reflected. 53/4x21/2x21/4”. 

MFJ-860. Like MFJ-864 but for 1.8-
60 MHz.  Select 30/300 Watts forward,
6/60W reflected. Tiny 41/2x21/4x3 inches. 

MFJ-864

MFJ-860

MFJ-862

Compact HF/VHF
and VHF/UHF SWR/
Wattmeters have a 

HUGE 3” Cross-
needle meter.  Read

forward/reflected power and SWR
simultaneously.  Perfect for mobile or
portable operation.  Two selectable
power ranges, built-in meter light (+12
VDC). SO-239 connectors.
31/4Wx31/4Hx31/4D”.  

Compact Cross-Needle 
SWR/Wattmeters

Covers 144 and 440
MHz. Insertion loss is
0.3 dB or lower with 50
Ohm impedance.  SO-
239s.  Compact 33/4W
x3Hx11/4D”. Handles
200 Watts and meas-

ures SWR and Power in 3 ranges:
15/60/200W.  White, orange, and black
meter face makes for easy reading.
Die-cast metal, quality connector.

MFJ VHF/UHF SWR 
Mobile Power Meter

Read
SWR, for-
ward power
and reflected
power simul-

taneously in a single glance!
Three-color scale gives improved

readability. LED backlight gives excel-

lent night vision.  Requires 13.8 VDC or
110/VAC operation.  Air-Di-electric SO-
239s are gold plated center pins for
performance beyond 525 MHz.  

All-metal cabinet with rubber feet
and protected by a durable speckled
black paint. Super compact
51/2Wx31/8Hx5D inches. 

Four models to choose from . . . 
MFJ-880, $129.95. HF, 1.6-60 MHz,

Power: 0-2000W. Range: 20/200/2000.
MFJ-882. HF/VHF.  1.8-200

MHz. Power:0-200W. Range: 2/20/200.
MFJ-883. VHF/UHF,125-

525 MHz. Power: 200W in 2/20/200. 
MFJ-884. HF/VHF/UHF,

1.8-525 MHz, Power: 0-200 Watts.
Range: 2/20/200 Watts.  Separate HF
and VHF/UHF power sensors with SO-
239 connectors.

MFJ 3-inch Cross-Needle SWR/Wattmeters

Ruggedized flat Mobile/portable MFJ SWR/Wattmeters

MFJ's flat,
compact
SWR/Watt-
meter is

plenty rugged to take the abuse
of brutal mobile or portable oper-
ation. Easily mounts on dash for
easy viewing. Flat mount on

wall/shelf in shack for best view angle.
Meter is fully enclosed in a strong alu-
minum case with just the scales exposed.
Two small switches slightly protrude so
there's little to break.  

Simultaneously read SWR/forward/
reflected power on this full size 3-inch
lighted Cross-Needle Meter.  0/300
Watt ranges, 1.8-30 MHz, SO-239.  Use
12 VDC for meter lamp or plug into cig-
arette lighter. MFJ-5510C,. Tiny
all-metal cabinet, 5Wx3Hx2D inches. 

MFJ-819,. Flat mount 1.8-
60 MHz Mobile SWR/Wattmeter with
remote sensor and 25 feet flexible
cable. Handles 1500 Watts. Use 9V
battery or 12 VDC. 5Wx31/4Hx15/8D”.

MFJ-818

MFJ-844

MFJ-822, 1.8-200 MHz 

MFJ-842, 140-525 MHz

MFJ-883

1.8-60 MHz SWR/Wattmeter
with TrueActiveTM Peak Reading circuit

MFJ-
815D
and
MFJ-
817C
read

true-peak or average power on a large
illuminated 3-inch Cross-Needle Meter.  

TrueActiveTM peak reading circuit
gives an incredibly accurate SSB/CW
readings over wide frequency range. 

Cross-Needle Meter reads SWR and
true peak average, forward and reflect-
ed power simultaneously -- a single
glance!  Mechanical adjustment for
accurately zeroing the meter.  

Select range, meter on/off and peak
for SSB or average for CW. SO-239s.

MFJ-815D has 3000 and 300 Watts
forward and 600/60 Watts reflected
power ranges. MFJ-817C has 2 power
ranges: 300/30 and 60/6W. Read SWR
from 1:1 to 8:1. Use 12 VDC or 110
VAC with MFJ-1312D.  

Measures 6Wx31/2Hx41/2D inches. 

MFJ-815D
1.8-60 MHz

MFJ-817C
144/220/440 MHz

MFJ Digital SWR/Wattmeters
MFJ Digital

SWR/Wattmeters
display Forward,
Refelected Power,
SWR and Battery life
all in a single glance!

Large 1/2” for-
ward power digits
and 5/8” Reflected
and SWR digits!
LCD screen is 2.25
inches diagonally.
Power on/off, backlight on/off switches. 

Power with triple AAA battery or micro
USB port. SO-239 Connectors. 

Super compact 4Wx3Hx1D inches. 
Base Station Digital

SWR/Wattmeter
MFJ-849 is like MFJ-
884 (below left), but it
has a super large 3.5”
bright orange LCD dis-
play that reads SWR,
forward and reflected
power digitally in a sin-

gle glance. It can be seen from across
the room.  Covers 1.5-525 MHz, has
HF/VHF switch, handles 200 Watts.
Compact 51/2Wx31/8Hx5D inches.  This
looks great in the shack or as part of
your Go-kit!!!

MFJ-845
1.6-60 MHz, 0-200W

MFJ-847
125-525 MHz, 0-120W

MFJ-849


